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Multi-Cloud Automation and
Data Management in one place
Morpheus provides unified orchestration for multi-cloud automation
and application life cycle management. This includes integration
with Rubrik’s Cloud Data Management platform for automated
backup, instant recovery, search, data archival, and more

Everyone is now a software company, but not everyone is good at it
Over 80% of businesses expect to have DevOps and Cloud-first
processes in place by 2020 but unfortunately, it can still take weeks
for IT to deliver new services to developers. The result?
•

High costs and lack of visibility

•

Security and governance blind spots

•

Brittle approaches to automation

•

Poor application life-cycle management

A Leader in Gartner’s 2019 Magic
Quadrant for Cloud Management
Platforms
“Morpheus Data has one of
the most fully featured cloud
management solutions, with strong
offerings in all the key functional
areas.” - Gartner

Morpheus was built by practitioners to solve real-world problems
Just like Rubrik, Morpheus was designed to be 100% agnostic from
day 1. The Morpheus cloud management platform (CMP) includes
75+ built-in integrations for rapid value and zero lock-in.
•

For Operations, we orchestrate tools you already have plus
centralize governance across teams for compliance

•

For Developers, we enable self-service provisioning, API/CLI
access and flexible ‘infrastructure-as-code’ blueprinting

•

For Business, we use AI to lower cloud costs, unify people and
process, plus provide a vendor strategy to put you in control

Morpheus + Rubrik automation from provisioning to protection
With Morpheus, developers can provision application stacks 150x
faster across VMs, containers, and bare metal servers through a
single consolidated interface. The Morpheus integration for Rubrik
allows built-in protection and recovery of application instances and
blueprints in the Morpheus service catalog including full API/CLI and
Infrastructure-as-Code access via Morpheus, HashiCorp Terraform,
CloudFormation, ARM, or HELM

Advantages of the Morpheus and
Rubrik Integration:
•

Assign Rubrik data protection
to Morpheus managed clouds

•

Self-service provisioning and
data protection in one place

•

Leverage Rubrik’s single SLA
policy engine at provision time

•

Full logging of all activity
across both platforms

Eliminate tool sprawl
Self-service is the core, but Morpheus goes beyond
to address all CMP functions in a single platform.
•

Analytics: reduce cloud costs by 30% with
discovery and guided rightsizing

•

Governance: fine grained role-based access,
quotas, and policy enforcement

•

Automation: enable CI/CD pipelines with
integration into DevOps tool chains

•

Production: give developers access to day-2
ops like monitoring, logs, backup, and scaling

Centralize life-cycle management
Morpheus provides everything to manage
application deployment from start to finish. Easily
move from Dev to Test to Production including phase
based automation for clean up when machines are
decommissioned and a jobs engine for day-2 tasks.

About Rubrik
Rubrik, the Multi-Cloud Data Control™
Company, enables enterprises to maximize
value from data that is increasingly
fragmented across data centers and clouds.
Rubrik delivers a single, policy-driven
platform for data recovery, governance,
compliance, and cloud mobility. For more
information, visit www.rubrik.com and follow
@rubrikInc on Twitter. ©2019 Rubrik. Rubrik
is a registered trademark of Rubrik, Inc. Other
marks may be trademarks of their respective
owners.
Provisioning wizard to assign Rubrik SLA policy to a
new application instance from within Morpheus
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